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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

[0001] The present invention relates to an imaging de-
vice and an imaging method which image light emitted
from a subject with an imaging element.

2. Description of the Related Art

[0002] US 2007/0222877 A1 teaches an image sens-
ing apparatus including a photoelectric conversion unit
constituted by a plurality of photoelectric conversion el-
ements converting exposed light into charge and accu-
mulate the charge therein.
[0003] Hitherto, an imaging system which has a subject
placed inside a housing, irradiates the subject with light
using a light source provided in the housing to image the
subject has been used in various fields.
[0004] In such an imaging system, an imaging method
is primarily switched depending on the type of subject,
and for example, an imaging system which images chem-
oluminescence, fluorescence, or reflected light from the
subject or transmitted light transmitted through the sub-
ject with an imaging element to generate an image has
been suggested.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0005] In the imaging system described above, for ex-
ample, in a case where a user erroneously open a door
of the housing during imaging, since external light enters
the housing, external light fogs an image being captured,
and the image is invalidated. In a case where abnormality
occurs in the imaging element which captures an image,
the light source, or the like during imaging, appropriate
imaging cannot be performed, and an image is invalidat-
ed.
[0006] JP2004-180317A and JP2002-27326A dis-
close an imaging device using an imaging element, and
disclose that nondestructive reading from the imaging
element is performed to acquire an image signal; how-
ever, there is not suggestion that the image signal is used
in a case where abnormality occurs in the device de-
scribed above.
[0007] The invention has been accomplished in con-
sideration of the above-described problem, and an object
of the invention is to provide an imaging device and an
imaging method capable of allowing a user to confirm an
image captured immediately before in a case where the
user erroneously opens a door of a housing during im-
aging or in a case where abnormality occurs in an imaging
element, a light source, or the like during imaging.
[0008] An imaging device of the invention comprises
an imaging unit which has an imaging element configured
to nondestructively read an image signal and performs

imaging of a subject using the imaging element, a reading
control unit which performs nondestructive reading of the
image signal from the imaging element during imaging
of the subject, a storage unit which stores the image sig-
nal nondestructively read by the reading control unit, an
abnormality detection unit which detects the occurrence
of an abnormal state during imaging of the subject, and
an output unit which reads and outputs the image signal
stored in the storage unit in a case where the abnormal
state is detected by the abnormality detection unit.
[0009] In the imaging device of the invention, the read-
ing control unit may consecutively perform nondestruc-
tive reading of the image signal multiple times.
[0010] In the imaging device of the invention, the read-
ing control unit may perform nondestructive reading of
the image signal at a given constant time interval set in
advance.
[0011] The imaging device of the invention comprises
a housing in which the subject is placed and which has
an opening/closing door, and an open state detection
unit which detects an open state of the opening/closing
door, and the abnormality detection unit may detect the
occurrence of the abnormal state in a case where the
open state of the opening/closing door is detected by the
open state detection unit.
[0012] The imaging device of the invention may further
comprise an imaging element abnormality detection unit
which detects abnormality of the imaging element, and
the abnormality detection unit may detect the occurrence
of the abnormal state in a case where abnormality of the
imaging element is detected by the imaging element ab-
normality detection unit.
[0013] In the imaging device of the invention, the im-
aging element abnormality detection unit may detect the
temperature of the imaging element and may detect ab-
normality of the imaging element in a case where the
detected temperature is outside a range set in advance.
[0014] The imaging device of the invention may further
comprise a light source unit which irradiates the subject
with light, and a light source abnormality detection unit
which detects abnormality of the light source unit, and
the abnormality detection unit may detect the occurrence
of the abnormal state in a case where abnormality of the
light source unit is detected by the light source abnor-
mality detection unit.
[0015] In the imaging device of the invention, the light
source abnormality detection unit may detect abnormal-
ity of the light source unit in a case where disconnection
or short-circuiting of the light source unit is detected.
[0016] In the imaging device of the invention, the ab-
normality detection unit may detect abnormal states in
steps, and the imaging device may further comprise a
notification unit which gives notification of the abnormal
state in a case where an abnormal state of a first step is
detected, and a control unit which stops the imaging in
a case where an abnormal state of a second step having
a higher degree of abnormality than the first step is de-
tected. The abnormal state of the first step refers to an
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abnormal state which does not have a significant effect
on an image, and is, for example, a state in which the
temperature of the imaging element exceeds a threshold
by 0.5°C. The abnormal state of the second step is a
state in which abnormality appears in an image visibly,
and refers to a case where the temperature of the imaging
element exceeds the threshold by 10°C, a case where
the light source is disconnected (turned off), or a case
where the door is opened during imaging.
[0017] The imaging device of the invention may further
comprise a continuous storage unit which has a nonvol-
atile memory, and a selection reception unit which re-
ceives selection of whether or not to store the nonde-
structively read image signal read from the storage unit
in the continuous storage unit, and the nondestructively
read image signal may be stored in the continuous stor-
age unit in a case where the selection reception unit se-
lects to store the nondestructively read image signal, and
the nondestructively read image signal may not be stored
in the continuous storage unit in a case where the selec-
tion reception unit selects not to store the nondestruc-
tively read image signal.
[0018] As the imaging element, a complementary met-
al-oxide semiconductor (CMOS) image sensor may be
used.
[0019] An imaging method of the invention which per-
forms imaging of a subject using an imaging element
configured to nondestructively read an image signal com-
prises performing nondestructive reading of the image
signal from the imaging element during imaging of the
subject, storing the nondestructively read image signal,
reading and outputting the stored image signal in a case
where the occurrence of an abnormal state during imag-
ing of the subject is detected, detecting an open state of
an opening/closing door of a housing in which the subject
is placed, wherein the occurrence of the abnormal state
is detected in a case where the open state of the open-
ing/closing door is detected.
[0020] According to the imaging device and the imag-
ing method of the invention, when performing imaging of
the subject using the imaging element capable of non-
destructively reading the image signal, nondestructive
reading of the image signal from the imaging element is
performed during imaging of the subject, and the nonde-
structive read image signal is stored. In a case where the
abnormal state occurs during imaging of the subject, the
stored image signal is read and output; therefore, as de-
scribed above, even in a case where the user erroneously
opens the door of the housing during imaging or a case
where abnormality occurs in the imaging element which
captures an image, the light source, or the like during
imaging, it is possible to allow the user to confirm an
image captured immediately before.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0021]

Fig. 1 is a schematic perspective view of an imaging
system using an embodiment of an imaging device
of the invention.
Fig. 2 is a schematic sectional view showing the in-
ternal configuration of the embodiment of the imag-
ing device of the invention.
Fig. 3 is a schematic block diagram of an imaging
system using a first embodiment of an imaging de-
vice of the invention.
Fig. 4 is a flowchart illustrating the action of the im-
aging system using the first embodiment of the im-
aging device of the invention.
Fig. 5 is a schematic block diagram of an imaging
system using a second embodiment of an imaging
device of the invention.
Fig. 6 is a flowchart illustrating the action of the im-
aging system using the second embodiment of the
imaging device of the invention.
Fig. 7 is a schematic block diagram of an imaging
system using a third embodiment of an imaging de-
vice of the invention.
Fig. 8 is a flowchart illustrating the action of the im-
aging system using the third embodiment of the im-
aging device of the invention.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODI-
MENTS

[0022] Hereinafter, an imaging system 1 using a first
embodiment of an imaging device and method of the in-
vention will be described in detail referring to the draw-
ings. The imaging system 1 of this embodiment has a
feature in processing in a case where an abnormal state
occurs during imaging, and first, the overall configuration
of the imaging system 1 will be described.
[0023] Fig. 1 is a schematic perspective view showing
the imaging system 1 of this embodiment, Fig. 2 is a
schematic sectional view showing the internal configu-
ration of an imaging device of this embodiment, and Fig.
3 is a schematic block diagram showing the imaging sys-
tem 1 of this embodiment.
[0024] As shown in Figs. 1 and 2, the imaging system
1 of this embodiment includes an imaging device body
10 and an imaging control device 100.
[0025] The imaging device body 10 includes a housing
12 which has an opening/closing door 14, a stage 16 on
which a subject S is placed, an imaging unit 20, a lens
unit 22, an epi-illumination light source unit 24, a trans-
mission light source unit 26, and a subject observation
monitor 50. In this embodiment, the epi-illumination light
source unit 24 or the transmission light source unit 26
corresponds to a light source unit of the invention.
[0026] The housing 12 has a hollow portion 18 formed
in a substantially rectangular parallelepiped, and is pro-
vided with the stage 16 on which the subject S is placed.
The opening/closing door 14 shown in Fig. 1 is openably
attached to the housing 12, and the user opens the open-
ing/closing door 14, places the subject S on the stage
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16, and then closes the opening/closing door 14, thereby
housing the subject S in the housing 12. The housing 12
is constituted of a black box in which external light does
not enter the hollow portion 18. The stage 16 is formed
of a material which transmits light from the transmission
light source unit 26.
[0027] In a surface of the opening/closing door 14 on
the hollow portion 18 side, when the opening/closing door
14 is closed, a fitting portion 13a which is fitted into a hole
13b formed on the housing body side. An open/closed
state detection unit 13 (see Fig. 3) which detects whether
or not the fitting portion 13a is fitted is provided in the
hole 13b. As described above, the open/closed state de-
tection unit 13 detects the open/closed state of the open-
ing/closing door 14 by detecting whether or not the fitting
portion 13a is fitted into the hole 13b. As the open/closed
state detection unit 13, a micro switch, an optical sensor,
or the like is available. The open/closed state detection
unit 13 of this embodiment corresponds to an open state
detection unit of the invention.
[0028] The imaging unit 20 is fixed to the upper surface
of the housing 12, includes, for example, an imaging el-
ement 21, such as a complementary metal-oxide semi-
conductor (CMOS) image sensor, and detects light re-
flected from the subject S, light emitted from the subject
S, or light transmitted through the subject S to generate
an image signal. The image signal generated in the im-
aging unit 20 is subjected to, for example, amplification
processing and then output to the imaging control device
100.
[0029] The lens unit 22 is attached to the imaging unit
20. The lens unit 22 includes, for example, a plurality of
lenses, and the lenses are provided so as to be movable
in a direction of an arrow Z to focus on the subject S. The
lens unit 22 includes, for example, optical elements, such
as a diaphragm and an excitation light cut filter, and ad-
justs the amount or the wavelength of light to be detected.
[0030] The epi-illumination light source unit 24 and the
transmission light source unit 26 respectively have, for
example, an excitation light source for fluorescent imag-
ing and a white light source, and the light sources are
switched under the control of the imaging control device
100 as necessary. For example, in a case of performing
imaging for detecting fluorescence emitted from the sub-
ject S fluorescence-labeled, the subject S is irradiated
with excitation light from the epi-illumination light source
unit 24 or the transmission light source unit 26, in a case
of performing imaging for detecting reflected light from
the subject S, the subject S is irradiated with white light
from the epi-illumination light source unit 24, and in a
case of performing imaging for detecting transmitted light
transmitted through the subject S, the subject S is irra-
diated with white light from the transmission light source
unit 26.
[0031] The subject observation monitor 50 displays a
status on the stage 16 imaged by a small camera (not
shown) provided in the upper portion of the housing 12.
With this, it is possible to confirm the position of the sub-

ject S placed on the stage 16 or the height of the stage
16, and to adjust the position of the subject S or the height
of the stage 16 such that the subject S is placed suitably
for imaging.
[0032] The imaging control device 100 is constituted
of, for example, a computer, and includes a control device
body 102, an input unit 104, and a display unit 106. The
imaging control device 100 controls the operations of the
imaging unit 20, the epi-illumination light source unit 24,
and the transmission light source unit 26 of the imaging
device body 10, and the imaging device body 10 images
the subject S under the control of the imaging control
device 100. In this embodiment, the imaging unit 20 and
the open/closed state detection unit 13 in the imaging
device body 10, a reading control unit 111 and a display
control unit 112 in the imaging control device 100, and
an abnormality detection unit 113 constitute an imaging
device of the invention. In this embodiment, the display
control unit 112 corresponds to an output unit and a no-
tification unit of the invention.
[0033] As shown in Fig. 3, the control device body 102
includes an image processing unit 108, a control unit 110,
an abnormality detection unit 113, a temporary storage
unit 114, and a continuous storage unit 115. In this em-
bodiment, the temporary storage unit 114 corresponds
to a storage unit of the invention.
[0034] The control unit 110 includes, for example, a
central processing unit (CPU), a read only memory
(ROM), and the like. The control unit 110 integrally con-
trols the operations of the respective units in the imaging
device body 10 and the imaging control device 100.
[0035] The control unit 110 includes the reading control
unit 111 and the display control unit 112. The reading
control unit 111 reads and controls the image signal from
the imaging element 21 in the imaging unit 20.
[0036] The reading control unit 111 of the embodiment
reads an image signal of an observation image from the
imaging element 21 when an exposure time set in ad-
vance has elapsed, and performs nondestructive reading
of the image signal at a given constant time interval for
the exposure time (during imaging of the observation im-
age). Nondestructive reading refers to a method which,
when reading the image signal from the imaging element
21, reads the image signal while maintaining the storage
state without emptying electric charge stored in each
photoelectric conversion element constituting the imag-
ing element 21. That is, since reset processing is not
performed when reading the image signal, it is possible
to read the image signal any number of times in the middle
of storing electric charge. The reading control unit can
consecutively perform nondestructive reading of the im-
age signal multiple times, and for example, performs non-
destructive reading about two times to 12 times. The
reading control unit can perform nondestructive reading
of the image signal at a given constant time interval set
in advance, and for example, performs reading at an in-
terval of, for example, 0.1 seconds to 60 minutes.
[0037] However, the invention is not limited to the
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above.
[0038] The continuous storage unit 115 stores the im-
age signal of the observation image. As the continuous
storage unit 115, for example, a nonvolatile memory,
such as a flash memory, is available. The continuous
storage unit 115 can store the image signal acquired by
nondestructive reading in response to a request from the
user.
[0039] The temporary storage unit 114 stores the im-
age signal acquired by nondestructive reading. As the
temporary storage unit 114, for example, a volatile mem-
ory, such as a synchronous dynamic random access
memory (SDRAM), is available. In the embodiment, the
temporary storage unit 114 corresponds to a storage unit
of the invention.
[0040] The image processing unit 108 receives the im-
age signals read from the continuous storage unit 115
and the temporary storage unit 114 as input and subjects
the read image signals to necessary signal processing.
The signal processing includes, for example, dark current
correction processing, sharpness processing, and the
like. The dark current correction processing is processing
for subtracting a dark image signal stored in advance
from an image signal acquired by imaging.
[0041] The display control unit 112 displays the obser-
vation image on the display unit 106 based on the image
signal subjected to the signal processing in the image
processing unit 108. The display control unit 112 reads
the nondestructively read image signal stored in the tem-
porary storage unit 114 in a case where the abnormality
detection unit 113 detects the occurrence of an abnormal
state during imaging, and displays a confirmation image
on the display unit 106 based on the image signal sub-
jected to the signal processing in the image processing
unit 108.
[0042] In a case where the abnormality detection unit
113 detects the occurrence of the abnormal state during
imaging, the display control unit 112 displays a warning,
such as a message informing the user of the effect on
the display unit 106. Instead of a message, an index,
such as a mark, may be displayed. In this embodiment,
although a message or the like is displayed to give the
user a warning, the invention is not limited thereto, a lamp
may be turned on or sound may be made to give notifi-
cation to the user.
[0043] The abnormality detection unit 113 detects the
occurrence of the abnormal state during imaging of the
subject S. Specifically, in a case where the open/closed
state detection unit 13 detects that the opening/closing
door 14 is opened during imaging of the observation im-
age, the abnormality detection unit 113 of this embodi-
ment receives the detection signal and detects the oc-
currence of the abnormal state during imaging. In a case
where the abnormality detection unit 113 detects the oc-
currence of the abnormal state during imaging, as de-
scribed above, the display control unit 112 reads the non-
destructively read image signal most recently stored in
the temporary storage unit 114, the image signal is sub-

jected to the signal processing in the image processing
unit 108, and then, a confirmation image is displayed on
the display unit 106 based on the image signal subjected
to the signal processing.
[0044] The display unit 106 comprises, for example, a
display device, such as a cathode ray tube (CRT) display
or a liquid crystal display, and as described above, dis-
plays the observation image and the confirmation image,
or displays the warning message. The display unit 106
displays a setting screen for performing various settings
in or giving instructions to the respective units of the im-
aging device body 10.
[0045] The input unit 104 comprises a mouse, a key-
board, and the like. The input unit 104 receives various
setting inputs of the respective units in the imaging device
body 10. The input unit 104 receives selection of whether
or not to store the nondestructively read image signal
read from the temporary storage unit 114 in the contin-
uous storage unit 115. The input unit 104 of this embod-
iment corresponds to a selection reception unit of the
invention.
[0046] The imaging system 1 of this embodiment has
the above configuration, thereby performing imaging by
four imaging methods according to the type of subject S
or the purpose of imaging. The four imaging methods
include an imaging method (hereinafter, referred to as a
first imaging method) which detects chemoluminescence
emitted from the subject S, an imaging method (herein-
after, referred to as a second imaging method) which
detects fluorescence emitted from the subject S, an im-
aging method (hereinafter, referred to as a third imaging
method) which detects reflected light reflected from the
subject S, and an imaging method (hereinafter, referred
to as a fourth imaging method) which detects transmitted
light transmitted through the subject S.
[0047] In the first imaging method, a phenomenon
(chemoluminescence or chemiluminescence) in which,
when a subject molecule excited by a chemical reaction
is returned to a ground state, energy is discharged as
light is used. With this, for example, it is possible to per-
form genetic analysis, inspection and research of biolog-
ical tissues relating to diseases and aging, deterioration
evaluation of organic compounds and polymer com-
pounds, and the like. For example, an imaging target
substance in a subject is labeled by a labeling substance
which generates chemoluminescence when coming into
contact with a chemoluminescence substrate, and there-
after, the chemoluminescence substrate is brought into
contact with the labeling substance, whereby chemolu-
minescence can be generated. In the first imaging meth-
od, light irradiation from the epi-illumination light source
unit 24 and the transmission light source unit 26 is not
performed.
[0048] In the second imaging method, excitation light
is irradiated from the epi-illumination light source unit 24
or the transmission light source unit 26, and fluorescence
from a fluorescence substance labeling an imaging target
substance in a subject is detected. As the subject S of
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the second imaging method, for example, a gel support
containing a deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) fragment flu-
orescence-labeled and separated by electrophoresis is
considered. If this imaging system 1 is used, the distri-
bution of the DNA fragment in the gel support can be
imaged and evaluated.
[0049] In the third imaging method, for example, white
light is irradiated as illumination light from the epi-illumi-
nation light source unit 24, and reflected light of illumina-
tion light from the subject S is detected. With this, it is
possible to obtain a digital image by photoelectrically
reading a reflective original, such as a photograph. In the
fourth imaging method, white light is irradiated as illumi-
nation light from the transmission light source unit 26,
and transmitted light of illumination light transmitted
through the subject S is detected. With this, it is possible
to obtain a digital image by photoelectrically reading a
transmissive original, such as a film.
[0050] Next, the action of the imaging system 1 of this
embodiment will be described referring to the flowchart
shown in Fig. 4.
[0051] First, after the subject S is placed on the stage
16 of the imaging device body 10, an imaging start in-
struction is input by the user using the input unit 104, and
imaging by the imaging unit 20 is started. Specifically,
exposure of the imaging element 21 of the imaging unit
20 is started (S10).
[0052] After imaging is started, an image signal is read
from the imaging element 21 at a given constant time
interval (for example, an interval of one second) by non-
destructive reading (S12), and the image signal is se-
quentially stored in the temporary storage unit 114 (S14).
[0053] In a case where the opening/closing door 14 is
erroneously opened by the user during imaging of the
subject S (S16, YES), the open/closed state detection
unit 13 detects this state, the abnormality detection unit
113 receives the detection signal, and the abnormality
detection unit 113 detects the occurrence of an abnormal
state during imaging (S18).
[0054] In a case where the abnormality detection unit
113 detects the occurrence of the abnormal state during
imaging, the display control unit 112 displays a warning
message on the display unit 106 (S20), and the control
unit 110 stops imaging (S22).
[0055] Next, the display control unit 112 reads the non-
destructively read image signal most recently stored in
the temporary storage unit 114 (S24).
[0056] The nondestructively read image signal read
from the temporary storage unit 114 is input to the image
processing unit 108 and is subjected to signal processing
in the image processing unit 108, and then, the display
control unit 112 displays a confirmation image on the
display unit 106 based on the image signal subjected to
the signal processing (S26).
[0057] A selection screen of whether or not to store the
nondestructively read image signal in the continuous
storage unit 115 is displayed on the display unit 106, and
in a case where the user selects to store the image signal

in the continuous storage unit 115 using the input unit
104 (S28, YES), the nondestructively read image signal
is stored in the continuous storage unit 115 (S30). In a
case where the user selects not to store the image signal
in the continuous storage unit 115 (S28, NO), the non-
destructively read image signal is not stored in the con-
tinuous storage unit 115, and the processing ends. In this
way, the user selects whether or not to store the nonde-
structively read image signal in the continuous storage
unit 115, whereby only a necessary image signal can be
stored in the continuous storage unit 115.
[0058] In a case where the door is not opened during
imaging and an imaging exposure time set in advance
has elapsed (S32, YES), the reading control unit 111
reads the image signal from the imaging element 21 by
destructive reading, and the image signal is stored in the
continuous storage unit 115 (S34). Destructive reading
refers to a reading method which, when reading the im-
age signal from the photoelectric conversion element of
the imaging element 21, performs reset processing for
emptying electric charge stored in the photoelectric con-
version element.
[0059] The display control unit 112 reads the destruc-
tively read image signal stored in the continuous storage
unit 115, the image signal is subjected to signal process-
ing in the image processing unit 108, and then, the display
control unit 112 displays an observation image on the
display unit 106 based on the image signal subjected to
the signal processing (S36).
[0060] According to the imaging system 1 of the first
embodiment described above, nondestructive reading of
the image signal from the imaging element 21 is per-
formed during imaging of the subject S, and the nonde-
structively read image signal is stored. In a case where
the occurrence of an abnormal state during imaging of
the subject S is detected, the stored image signal is read
and output; thus, even in a case where the user errone-
ously opens the door of the housing 12 during imaging,
it is possible to allow the user to confirm the image cap-
tured immediately before.
[0061] Next, an imaging system 2 using a second em-
bodiment of an imaging device and method of the inven-
tion will be described. In the imaging system 1 of the first
embodiment, although the abnormality detection unit 113
detects the occurrence of the abnormal state during im-
aging in a case where the opening/closing door 14 is
erroneously opened during imaging, the imaging system
2 of the second embodiment detects the occurrence of
the abnormal state during imaging in a case where ab-
normality of the imaging element 21 is detected. Specif-
ically, the imaging system 2 of the second embodiment
detects temperature abnormality of the imaging element
21. This is because, if the temperature of the imaging
element 21 changes, a dark current level changes and
has magnitude different from the dark image signal for
use when performing the dark current correction process-
ing described above, and appropriate dark current cor-
rection processing cannot be performed. In the imaging
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system 2 of the second embodiment, other configurations
are the same as those in the imaging system 1 of the first
embodiment.
[0062] Fig. 5 is a block diagram showing the schematic
configuration of the imaging system 2 of the second em-
bodiment. As shown in Fig. 5, an imaging device body
10 of the imaging system 2 of the second embodiment
is provided with an imaging element abnormality detec-
tion unit 27 which detects abnormality of the imaging el-
ement 21. Specifically, the imaging element abnormality
detection unit 27 of this embodiment comprises a tem-
perature sensor which detects the temperature of the im-
aging element 21, and detects abnormality of the imaging
element 21 in a case where the temperature detected by
the temperature sensor is outside a range set in advance.
The imaging element abnormality detection unit 27 may
directly detect the temperature of the imaging element
21, or may detect the temperature of outside air near the
imaging element 21 to indirectly the temperature of the
imaging element 21.
[0063] Next, the action of the imaging system 2 of this
embodiment will be described referring to the flowchart
shown in Fig. 6.
[0064] First, after the subject S is placed on the stage
16 of the imaging device body 10, an imaging start in-
struction is input by the user using the input unit 104, and
imaging by the imaging unit 20 is started (S40).
[0065] After imaging is started, an image signal is read
from the imaging element 21 at a given constant time
interval by nondestructive reading (S42), and the image
signal is sequentially stored in the temporary storage unit
114 (S44).
[0066] In a case where the temperature of the imaging
element 21 is outside a first threshold range during im-
aging of the subject S (S46, YES), the imaging element
abnormality detection unit 27 detects this state, the ab-
normality detection unit 113 receives the detection signal,
and the abnormality detection unit 113 detects the oc-
currence of the abnormal state during imaging (S48). The
first threshold range is set to, for example, -25°C 6 0.5°C.
[0067] As described above, in a case where the tem-
perature of the imaging element 21 is outside the first
threshold range, first, the display control unit 112 displays
a warning message on the display unit 106 (S50).
[0068] Subsequently, imaging is continued, and in a
case where the temperature of the imaging element 21
continues to change and is outside a second threshold
range (S52, YES), the display control unit 112 further
displays a warning message on the display unit 106
(S54), and the control unit 110 stops imaging (S56). The
second threshold range is set to, for example, -25°C 6
1°C.
[0069] Next, the display control unit 112 reads the non-
destructively read image signal most recently stored in
the temporary storage unit 114 (S58).
[0070] The nondestructively read image signal read
from the temporary storage unit 114 is input to the image
processing unit 108 and is subjected to signal processing

in the image processing unit 108, and then, the display
control unit 112 displays a confirmation image on the
display unit 106 based on the image signal subjected to
the signal processing (S60).
[0071] A selection screen of whether or not to store the
nondestructively read image signal in the continuous
storage unit 115 is displayed on the display unit 106, and
in a case where the user selects to store the image signal
in the continuous storage unit 115 (S62, YES), the non-
destructively read image signal is stored in the continu-
ous storage unit 115 (S64). In a case where the user
selects not to store the image signal in the continuous
storage unit 115 (S62, NO), the nondestructively read
image signal is not stored in the continuous storage unit
115, and the processing ends.
[0072] In a case where the temperature of the imaging
element 21 is not outside the first threshold range during
imaging (S46, NO) and in a case where the temperature
of the imaging element 21 is outside the first threshold
range during imaging and is not outside the second
threshold range (S52, NO), when an imaging exposure
time set in advance has elapsed (S66, YES), the reading
control unit 111 reads the image signal from the imaging
element 21 by destructive reading, and the image signal
is stored in the continuous storage unit 115 (S68).
[0073] The display control unit 112 reads the destruc-
tively read image signal stored in the continuous storage
unit 115, the image signal is subjected to signal process-
ing in the image processing unit 108, and then, the display
control unit 112 displays an observation image on the
display unit 106 based on the image signal subjected to
the signal processing (S70).
[0074] According to the imaging system 2 of the sec-
ond embodiment described above, even in a case where
abnormality occurs in the imaging element 21 during im-
aging, it is possible to subject an image captured imme-
diately before to appropriate dark current correction
processing, and to allow the user to confirm the image.
[0075] Next, an imaging system 3 using a third embod-
iment of an imaging device and method of the invention
will be described. In the imaging system 2 of the second
embodiment, although the abnormality detection unit 113
detects the occurrence of the abnormal state during im-
aging in a case where abnormality of the imaging element
21 is detected, the imaging system 3 of the third embod-
iment detects the occurrence of the abnormal state dur-
ing imaging in a case where abnormality of the light
source is detected. In the imaging system 3 of the third
embodiment, other configurations are the same as those
in the imaging system 1 of the first embodiment.
[0076] Fig. 7 is a block diagram showing the schematic
configuration of the imaging system 3 of the third embod-
iment. As shown in Fig. 7, an imaging device body 10 of
the imaging system 3 of the third embodiment is provided
with a light source abnormality detection unit 28 which
detects abnormality of the epi-illumination light source
unit 24 and the transmission light source unit 26. Specif-
ically, the light source abnormality detection unit 28 of
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this embodiment detects disconnection or short-
circuiting in the epi-illumination light source unit 24 and
the transmission light source unit 26. In regards to dis-
connection and short-circuiting in the epi-illumination
light source unit 24 and the transmission light source unit
26, for example, a disconnection and short-circuiting de-
tection function of an IC which drives and controls the
light sources may be used, or a voltage or the like applied
to the epi-illumination light source unit 24 and the trans-
mission light source unit 26 may be monitored.
[0077] Next, the action of the imaging system 3 of this
embodiment will be described referring to the flowchart
shown in Fig. 8.
[0078] First, after the subject S is placed on the stage
16 of the imaging device body 10, an imaging start in-
struction is input by the user using the input unit 104, and
imaging by the imaging unit 20 is started (S80).
[0079] After imaging is started, an image signal is read
from the imaging element 21 at a given constant time
interval by nondestructive reading (S82), and the image
signal is sequentially stored in the temporary storage unit
114 (S84).
[0080] In a case where disconnection or short-
circuiting of the epi-illumination light source unit 24 or the
transmission light source unit 26 occurs during imaging
of the subject S (S86, YES), the light source abnormality
detection unit 28 detects this state, the abnormality de-
tection unit 113 receives the detection signal, and the
abnormality detection unit 113 detects the occurrence of
the abnormal state during imaging (S88).
[0081] In a case where the abnormality detection unit
113 detects the occurrence of the abnormal state during
imaging, the display control unit 112 displays a warning
message on the display unit 106 (S90), and the control
unit 110 stops imaging (S92).
[0082] Next, the display control unit 112 reads the non-
destructively read image signal most recently stored in
the temporary storage unit 114 (S94).
[0083] The nondestructively read image signal read
from the temporary storage unit 114 is input to the image
processing unit 108 and is subjected to signal processing
in the image processing unit 108, and then, the display
control unit 112 displays a confirmation image on the
display unit 106 based on the image signal subjected to
the signal processing (S96).
[0084] A selection screen of whether or not to store the
nondestructively read image signal in the continuous
storage unit 115 is displayed on the display unit 106, and
in a case where the user selects to store the image signal
in the continuous storage unit 115 (S98, YES), the non-
destructively read image signal is stored in the continu-
ous storage unit 115 (S100). In a case where the user
selects not to store the image signal in the continuous
storage unit 115 (S98, NO), the nondestructively read
image signal is not stored in the continuous storage unit
115, and the processing ends.
[0085] In a case where disconnection or short-
circuiting of the epi-illumination light source unit 24 or the

transmission light source unit 26 does not occur and an
imaging exposure time set in advance has elapsed
(S102, YES), the reading control unit 111 reads the image
signal from the imaging element 21 by destructive read-
ing, and the image signal is stored in the continuous stor-
age unit 115 (S104). Destructive reading refers to a read-
ing method which, when reading the image signal from
the photoelectric conversion element of the imaging el-
ement 21, performs reset processing for emptying elec-
tric charge stored in the photoelectric conversion ele-
ment.
[0086] The display control unit 112 reads the destruc-
tively read image signal stored in the continuous storage
unit 115, the image signal is subjected to signal process-
ing in the image processing unit 108, and then, the display
control unit 112 displays an observation image on the
display unit 106 based on the image signal subjected to
the signal processing (S106).
[0087] According to the imaging system 3 of the third
embodiment described above, even in a case where ab-
normality occurs in the light source during imaging, it is
possible to allow the user to confirm an image captured
immediately before.
[0088] Although the imaging system 1 of the first em-
bodiment described above detects that the opening/clos-
ing door 14 is opened during imaging, the imaging system
2 of the second embodiment detects the occurrence of
abnormality in the imaging element 21, and the imaging
system 3 of the third embodiment detects the occurrence
of abnormality in the light source, all of these abnormal-
ities may be detected. In this case, the abnormality de-
tection unit 113 may detect abnormal states in steps and
may be operated according to the degree of abnormality.
[0089] Specifically, in a case where an abnormal state
is detected during imaging and this abnormality is abnor-
mality of the temperature of the imaging element 21, and
as in the second embodiment described above, in a case
where the temperature of the imaging element 21 is out-
side the first threshold range (for example, -25°C 6
0.5°C) and is within the second threshold range (for ex-
ample, -25°C 6 1°C), since the degree of abnormality is
not so high, display of a warning message by the display
control unit 112 is performed without stopping imaging.
In a case where the temperature of the imaging element
21 is outside the second threshold range (for example,
-25°C 6 1°C), since the degree of abnormality is high,
the display control unit 112 displays a warning message
and the control unit 110 stops imaging.
[0090] In a case the abnormal state is detected during
imaging and this abnormality is disconnection or short-
circuiting of the epi-illumination light source unit 24 or the
transmission light source unit 26 and a case where this
abnormality is the detection of the open state of the open-
ing/closing door 14, as in the first and third embodiments,
the display control unit 112 displays a warning message
and the control unit 110 stops imaging. In this way, the
abnormal states are detected in steps, whereby it is pos-
sible to prevent imaging from being wastefully stopped.
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Claims

1. An imaging device comprising:

an imaging unit (20) which has an imaging ele-
ment configured to nondestructively read an im-
age signal and performs imaging of a subject
(S) using the imaging element (21);
a reading control unit (111) which performs non-
destructive reading of the image signal from the
imaging element during imaging of the subject
(S);
a storage unit (114, 115) which stores the image
signal nondestructively read by the reading con-
trol unit;
an abnormality detection unit (113) which de-
tects the occurrence of an abnormal state during
imaging of the subject;
an output unit (112) which reads and outputs the
image signal nondestructively read being stored
in the storage unit (114, 115) in a case where
the abnormal state is detected by the abnormal-
ity detection unit (113),
characterized in that the image device further
comprises a housing (12) in which the subject
(S) is placed and which has an opening/closing
door (14); and
an open state detection unit (13) which detects
an open state of the opening/closing door (14),
wherein the abnormality detection unit (113) de-
tects the occurrence of the abnormal state in a
case where the open state of the opening/clos-
ing door is detected by the open state detection
unit (13).

2. The imaging device according to claim 1,
characterized in that the reading control unit (111)
consecutively performs nondestructive reading of
the image signal multiple times.

3. The imaging device according to claim 2,
characterized in that the reading control unit (111)
performs nondestructive reading of the image signal
at a given constant time interval set in advance.

4. The imaging device according to any one of claims
1 to 3, further comprising:

an imaging element abnormality detection unit
(27) which detects abnormality of the imaging
element (21),
wherein the abnormality detection unit (113) de-
tects the occurrence of the abnormal state in a
case where abnormality of the imaging element
(21) is detected by the imaging element abnor-
mality detection unit (27).

5. The imaging device according to claim 4,

characterized in that the imaging element abnor-
mality detection unit (27) detects the temperature of
the imaging element and detects abnormality of the
imaging element (21) in a case where the detected
temperature is outside a range set in advance.

6. The imaging device according to any one of claims
1 to 5, further comprising:

a light source unit (24, 26) which irradiates the
subject (S) with light; and
a light source abnormality detection unit (28)
which detects abnormality of the light source unit
(24, 26),
wherein the abnormality detection unit (113) de-
tects the occurrence of the abnormal state in a
case where abnormality of the light source unit
(24, 26) is detected by the light source abnor-
mality detection unit (28).

7. The imaging device according to claim 6,
characterized in that the light source abnormality
detection unit (28) detects abnormality of the light
source unit (24, 26) in a case where disconnection
or short-circuiting of the light source unit (24, 26) is
detected.

8. The imaging device according to any one of claims
1 to 7,
characterized in that the imaging device compris-
es:

a notification unit which gives notification of the
abnormal state in a case where an abnormal
state of a first step is detected; and
a control unit which stops the imaging in a case
where an abnormal state of a second step hav-
ing a higher degree of abnormality than the first
step is detected.

9. The imaging device according to any one of claims
1 to 8, further comprising:

a continuous storage unit (115) which has a non-
volatile memory; and
a selection reception unit which receives selec-
tion of whether or not to store the nondestruc-
tively read image signal read from the storage
unit in the continuous storage unit (115),
wherein the nondestructively read image signal
is stored in the continuous storage unit (115) in
a case where the selection reception unit selects
to store the nondestructively read image signal,
and the nondestructively read image signal is
not stored in the continuous storage unit (115)
in a case where the selection reception unit se-
lects not to store the nondestructively read im-
age signal.
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10. The imaging device according to any one of claims
1 to 9,
characterized in that the imaging element (21) is a
complementary metal-oxide semiconductor image
sensor.

11. An imaging method which performs imaging of a sub-
ject using an imaging element configured to nonde-
structively read an image signal, the imaging method
comprising:

performing (S12, S42, S82) nondestructive
reading of the image signal from the imaging
element during imaging of the subject;
storing (S14, S44, S94) the nondestructively
read image signal; and
reading (S24, S58, S94) and outputting (S26,
S60, S96) the stored image signal in a case
where the occurrence of an abnormal state dur-
ing imaging of the subject is detected,
characterized by detecting (S16) an open state
of an opening/closing door of a housing in which
the subject is placed, wherein the occurrence of
the abnormal state is detected in a case where
the open state of the opening/closing door is de-
tected (S18).

Patentansprüche

1. Ein Bildgebungsgerät umfassend:

eine Bildgebungseinheit (20), welche ein Bild-
gebungselement aufweist, eingerichtet um zer-
störungsfrei ein Bildsignal zu lesen und eine
Bildgebung eines Subjekts (S) unter Einsatz des
Bildgebungselements (21) durchzuführen;
eine Lesesteuereinheit (111), welche, während
der Bildgebung des Subjekts (S) von dem Bild-
gebungselement, zerstörungsfreies Lesen des
Bildsignals durchführt;
eine Speichereinheit (114, 115), welche das mit-
tels der Lesesteuereinheit zerstörungsfrei gele-
sene Bildsignal speichert;
eine Anomalie-Erkennungseinheit (113), wel-
che, während der Bildgebung des Subjekts, das
Eintreten eines Anomalie-Zustands erkennt;
eine Ausgangseinheit (112), welche das in der
Speichereinheit (114, 115) gespeicherte, zer-
störungsfrei gelesene Bildsignal liest und aus-
gibt, wenn der Anomalie-Zustand mittels der
Anomalie-Erkennungseinheit (113) erkannt
wird,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass das Bildge-
bungsgerät ein Gehäuse (12) umfasst, in wel-
chem das Subjekt (S) platziert wird und welches
eine Tür (14) zum Öffnen/Schließen aufweist;
und

eine Zustand-offen-Erkennungseinheit (13) um-
fasst, welche einen geöffneten Zustand der Tür
(14) zum Öffnen/Schließen erkennt,
wobei die Anomalie-Erkennungseinheit (113)
das Eintreten des Anomalie-Zustands erkennt,
wenn der geöffnete Zustand der Tür zum Öff-
nen/Schließen mittels der Zustand-offen-Erken-
nungseinheit (13) erkannt wird.

2. Das Bildgebungsgerät nach Anspruch 1,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass die Lesesteuerein-
heit (111) mehrere Male, fortlaufend, zerstörungs-
freies Lesen des Bildsignals durchführt.

3. Das Bildgebungsgerät nach Anspruch 2,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass die Lesesteuerein-
heit (111) in einem im Voraus eingestellten, gege-
benen, konstanten Zeitintervall zerstörungsfreies
Lesen des Bildsignals durchführt.

4. Das Bildgebungsgerät nach einem der Ansprüche 1
bis 3, umfassend:

eine Bildgebungselement-Anomalie-Erken-
nungseinheit (27), welche eine Anomalie des
Bildgebungselements (21) erkennt,
wobei die Anomalie-Erkennungseinheit (113)
das Eintreten des Anomalie-Zustands erkennt,
wenn eine Anomalie des Bildgebungselements
(21) mittels der Bildgebungselement-Anomalie-
Erkennungseinheit (27) erkannt wird.

5. Das Bildgebungsgerät nach Anspruch 4,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass die Bildgebungs-
element-Anomalie-Erkennungseinheit (27) die Tem-
peratur des Bildgebungselements und eine Anoma-
lie des Bildgebungselements (21) erkennt, wenn die
aufgenommene Temperatur außerhalb eines im Vo-
raus eingestellten Bereichs liegt.

6. Das Bildgebungsgerät nach einem der Ansprüche 1
bis 5, umfassend:

eine Lichtquelleneinheit (24, 26), welche das
Subjekt (S) mit Licht bestrahlt; und
eine Lichtquellen-Anomalie-Erkennungseinheit
(28), welche eine Anomalie der Lichtquellenein-
heit (24, 26) erkennt,
wobei die Anomalie-Erkennungseinheit (113)
das Eintreten eines Anomalie-Zustands er-
kennt, wenn eine Anomalie von der Lichtquel-
leneinheit (24, 26) mittels der Lichtquellen-Ano-
malie-Erkennungseinheit (28) erkannt wird.

7. Das Bildgebungsgerät nach Anspruch 6,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass die Lichtquellen-
Anomalie-Erkennungseinheit (28) eine Anomalie
der Lichtquelleneinheit (24, 26) erkennt, wenn eine
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Unterbrechung oder ein Kurzschluss der Lichtquel-
leneinheit (24, 26) erkannt wird.

8. Bildgebungsgerät nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 7,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass das Bildgebungs-
gerät umfasst:

eine Mitteilungseinheit, welche eine Mitteilung
über den Anomalie-Zustand gibt, wenn ein Ano-
malie-Zustand eines ersten Schritts erkannt
wird, und
eine Steuereinheit, welche die Bildgebung be-
endet, wenn erkannt wird, dass ein Anomalie-
Zustand eines zweiten Schritts einen höheren
Anomalie-Grad als der erste Schritt aufweist.

9. Das Bildgebungsgerät nach einem der Ansprüche 1
bis 8, umfassend:

eine kontinuierliche Speichereinheit (115), wel-
che einen nichtflüchtigen Speicher aufweist;
und
eine Auswahlempfangseinheit, welche eine
Auswahl empfängt, ob das zerstörungsfrei ge-
lesene Bildsignal von der Speichereinheit in der
kontinuierlichen Speichereinheit (115) gelesen
wird oder nicht,
wobei das zerstörungsfrei gelesene Bildsignal
in der kontinuierlichen Speichereinheit (115) ge-
speichert wird, wenn die Auswahlempfangsein-
heit auswählt das zerstörungsfrei gelesene Bild-
signal zu speichern, und das zerstörungsfrei ge-
lesene Bildsignal in der kontinuierlichen Spei-
chereinheit (115) nicht gespeichert wird, wenn
die Auswahlempfangseinheit auswählt das zer-
störungsfrei gelesene Bildsignal nicht zu spei-
chern.

10. Das Bildgebungsgerät nach einem der Ansprüche 1
bis 9,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass das Bildgebungs-
element (21) ein komplementärer Metalloxid-Halb-
leiterbildsensor ist.

11. Ein Bildgebungsverfahren, welches eine Bildgebung
von einen Subjekt unter Einsatz eines Bildgebungs-
elements, eingerichtet zum zerstörungsfreien Lesen
eines Bildsignals, durchführt, umfassend:

Durchführen (S12, S42, S82) von zerstörungs-
freien Lesen des Bildsignals von dem Bildge-
bungselement, während der Bildgebung des
Subjekts;
Speichern (S14, S44, S94) des zerstörungsfrei
gelesenen Bildsignals; und
Lesen (S24, S58, S94) und Ausgeben (S26,
S60, S96) des gespeicherten Bildsignals, wenn
das Eintreten eines Anomalie-Zustands wäh-

rend der Bildgebung des Subjekts erkannt wird,
gekennzeichnet durch
Erkennen (S16) eines offenen Zustands einer
Tür zum Öffnen/Schließen eines Gehäuses, in
welchem das Subjekt platziert wird, wobei das
Eintreten des Anomalie-Zustands erkannt wird,
wenn der offene Zustand der Tür zum Öff-
nen/Schließen erkannt wird (S18).

Revendications

1. Dispositif d’imagerie, comprenant :

une unité d’imagerie (20), laquelle présente un
élément d’imagerie configuré pour lire de ma-
nière non destructive un signal d’image et réa-
lise une imagerie d’un sujet (S) à l’aide de l’élé-
ment d’imagerie (21) ;
une unité de commande de lecture (111), laquel-
le réalise une lecture non destructive du signal
d’image provenant de l’élément d’imagerie du-
rant l’imagerie du sujet (S) ;
une unité de stockage (114, 115), laquelle stoc-
ke le signal d’image lu de manière non destruc-
tive par l’unité de commande de lecture ;
une unité de détection d’anormalité (113), la-
quelle détecte l’occurrence d’un état anormal
durant l’imagerie du sujet ;
une unité de sortie (112), laquelle lit et produit
le signal d’image lu de manière non destructive
stocké dans l’unité de stockage (114, 115) dans
un cas où l’état anormal est détecté par l’unité
de détection d’anormalité (113),
caractérisé en ce que le dispositif d’image
comprend en outre un logement (12), où le sujet
(S) est placé et qui présente une porte d’ouver-
ture/fermeture (14), et
une unité de détection d’état ouvert (13), laquel-
le détecte un état ouvert de la porte d’ouvertu-
re/fermeture (14),
dans lequel l’unité de détection d’anormalité
(113) détecte l’occurrence de l’état anormal
dans un cas où l’état ouvert de la porte d’ouver-
ture/fermeture est détecté par l’unité de détec-
tion d’état ouvert (13).

2. Dispositif d’imagerie selon la revendication 1,
caractérisé en ce que l’unité de commande de lec-
ture (111) réalise de manière consécutive une lec-
ture non destructive du signal d’image à plusieurs
reprises.

3. Dispositif d’imagerie selon la revendication 2,
caractérisé en ce que l’unité de commande de lec-
ture (111) réalise une lecture non destructive du si-
gnal d’image avec un intervalle de temps constant
donné fixé à l’avance.
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4. Dispositif d’imagerie selon l’une quelconque des re-
vendications 1 à 3, comprenant en outre :

une unité de détection d’anormalité d’élément
d’imagerie (27), laquelle détecte une anormalité
de l’élément d’imagerie (21), et
dans lequel l’unité de détection d’anormalité
(113) détecte l’occurrence de l’état anormal
dans un cas où une anormalité de l’élément
d’imagerie (21) est détectée par l’unité de dé-
tection d’anormalité d’élément d’imagerie (27).

5. Dispositif d’imagerie selon la revendication 4,
caractérisé en ce que l’unité de détection d’anor-
malité d’élément d’imagerie (27) détecte la tempé-
rature de l’élément d’imagerie et détecte une anor-
malité de l’élément d’imagerie (21) dans un cas où
la température détectée est en dehors d’une plage
fixée à l’avance.

6. Dispositif d’imagerie selon l’une quelconque des re-
vendications 1 à 5, comprenant en outre :

une unité de source lumineuse (24, 26), laquelle
irradie le sujet (S) avec de la lumière, et
une unité de détection d’anormalité de source
lumineuse (28), laquelle détecte une anormalité
de l’unité de source lumineuse (24, 26),
dans lequel l’unité de détection d’anormalité
(113) détecte l’occurrence de l’état anormal
dans un cas où une anormalité de l’unité de sour-
ce lumineuse (24, 26) est détectée par l’unité de
détection d’anormalité de source lumineuse
(28).

7. Dispositif d’imagerie selon la revendication 6,
caractérisé en ce que l’unité de détection d’anor-
malité de source lumineuse (28) détecte une anor-
malité de l’unité de source lumineuse (24, 26) dans
un cas où une déconnexion ou un court-circuitage
de l’unité de source lumineuse (24, 26) est détecté.

8. Dispositif d’imagerie selon l’une quelconque des re-
vendications 1 à 7,
caractérisé en ce que le dispositif d’imagerie
comprend :

une unité de notification, laquelle donne une no-
tification de l’état anormal dans un cas où un
état anormal d’une première étape est détecté,
et
une unité de commande, laquelle arrête l’ima-
gerie dans un cas où un état anormal d’une se-
conde étape présentant un degré plus élevé
d’anormalité que dans la première étape est dé-
tecté.

9. Dispositif d’imagerie selon l’une quelconque des re-

vendications 1 à 8, comprenant en outre :

une unité de stockage continu (115), laquelle
présente une mémoire non volatile, et
une unité de réception de sélection, laquelle re-
çoit une sélection quant au fait de savoir s’il faut
oui ou non stocker le signal d’image lu de ma-
nière non destructive à partir de l’unité de stoc-
kage dans l’unité de stockage continu (115),
dans lequel le signal d’image lu de manière non
destructive est stocké dans l’unité de stockage
continu (115) dans un cas où l’unité de réception
de sélection sélectionne le fait de stocker le si-
gnal d’image lu de manière non destructive, et
le signal d’image lu de manière non destructive
n’est pas stocké dans l’unité de stockage conti-
nu (115) dans un cas où l’unité de réception de
sélection sélectionne le fait de ne pas stocker le
signal d’image lu de manière non destructive.

10. Dispositif d’imagerie selon l’une quelconque des re-
vendications 1 à 9,
caractérisé en ce que l’élément d’imagerie (21) est
un capteur d’image à semiconducteur à oxyde de
métal complémentaire.

11. Procédé d’imagerie, lequel réalise une imagerie d’un
sujet à l’aide d’un élément d’imagerie configuré pour
lire de manière non destructive un signal d’image, le
procédé d’imagerie comprenant :

la réalisation (S12, S42, S82) d’une lecture non
destructive du signal d’image provenant de l’élé-
ment d’imagerie durant l’imagerie du sujet ;
le stockage (S 14, S44, S94) du signal d’image
lu de manière non destructive, et
la lecture (S24, S58, S94) ainsi que la production
(S26, S60, S96) du signal d’image stocké dans
un cas où l’occurrence d’un état anormal durant
l’imagerie du sujet est détectée,
caractérisé par
la détection (S16) d’un état ouvert d’une porte
d’ouverture/fermeture d’un logement, où le sujet
est placé, l’occurrence de l’état anormal étant
réalisée dans un cas où l’état ouvert de la porte
d’ouverture/fermeture est détecté (S18).
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